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Popular Minister Museum Educator
Has TaleDt"And -Has Massive
love For Art
-Heart Anack
SEE

PAG~_ 2

SEE PAGE 2

Robberv Ganu
Given 100-Years
In Prison SEE PAGE 18

WOMEN'S COUNCil HOSTS CRIMINAl JUSTICE FORUM
The Women's Council at First Baptist Church of College Hill held a Criminal Justice Forum last month at_the church. The
event was planned to give the youth an insight of how the system works. Those in attendance were Maggie Pines, Theda James,
Public Defender's Office; Pam Stokes, Court Counselor, Juvenile Division; Robert Blount of Abe Brown Ministries; Euri Bar-' ~~~
ton-Jones, Public Defender's Office and Kimberly Ingram of the First Baptist Church Women's Council. Kim Johnson is pres- ~
ident of the Women's Council and Rev. Evan Burrows is the Senior Pastor. (Photography by BRUNSON)

Lover 01 Art is
Just w-here She
wants loBe
by various works of art.
One of the reasons she
enjoys what she's doing is because it comes easy. She's an
artist and talking art is what
she does.
Mrs. Shelley-Moseley
came to Tampa at the perfect
time - a few months before
the opening of the Romare
Bearden: Southern Recollections exhibition in January at
the museum.J Ironically, she
came to Tampa from St.
Louis, Missouri, where she
spent a year as a Romare
Bearden Graduate Minority
Fellow. She found herself
well-prepared to t<:tlk about
the artist and his works in
Tampa.
Mrs. Shelley-Moseley
received undergraduate and
master's degrees in art education from the University of
Central Oklahoma in _Edmond, OK.
While here in Tampa she
hopes to someday have her
work on display. Her art is
centered around the AfricanAmerican experience. She
does various forms of art - .
from oil paintings to mixed
media and collages. ·
Professionally, she is a
member of the Florida Art
Education Association, National Art Education Association and the American
Association of Museums.
Mrs. Moseley is the Children's Activity Committee
Chairperson for the 2012
Gasparilla festival of the
Arts.

MICHELLE SHELLEYMOSELEY
... Museum Educator
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BY GWEN HAYES
Sentinel Editor
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t4e Tampa Museum of Art in
downtown-Tampa. She's the
Museum Educator in the
Programming Department.
That title entails developing exhibition-related educational materials for the
public, teachers,_ stugents
and the everyday audience.
This position also includes
working with various community groups on art projects and museum Visits, as
well as scheduling museum
tours for groups.
Mrs. Shelley-Moseley
has only been at the Tampa
Museum of Art since .September 2011, but she is where
she wants to be - surrounded

News Alert: The Florida Law.States That You
May Be EntHied To $10,000
For Loss Wages And Medical Care...
(PIP Insurance Needed)

Service
SUpport
Help from the
beginning to the end.

• Spinal Injuries

BY GWEN HAYES
Sentinel Editor
Elder
Roland
H.
Oliver, Sr. passed away Friday, March 2, 2012, at Manatee Memorial Hospital in
Bradenton after suffering a
massive heart attack. He was
53 years old.
Rev. Oliver was the pastor of St, John Missionary
Baptist Church in Palmetto.
According to close family
members, Elder Oliver
preached harder than he has
ever on the second Sunday,
February 12, 2012. However, .
after worship service, he
complained about tightness
in his chest, but said it was
probably acid reflux. At first,
he refused to seek medical attention until one of his deacons told him he'd meet him
at the hospital. Instead of the
hospital, they agreed to meet
at a clinic, where he was immediately sent to the hospital.
Elder Oliver, affectionately known in Ta:mpa as
'Jim.Buie, 'began his education at St. Peter Claver
Catholic School and continued his education at Tampa
Catholic High School, where
he was valedictorian of his
graduating class. He .attended -H illsborough Community
College
and
Bethune-Cookman College,
where he was drum major.
He loved to sing and played
the piano, drums and otgan.
According to his wife,
Mrs. Elnora Oliver, Elder
Oliver was called to preach
the gospel in his late teens

ELDER ROLAND
OLIVER, SR.

and preached his first sermon at Gr~ater Bethel Baptist Church, where his uncle,
Rev. Oscar J ·ohnson, Jr.
is the pastor, and where he
grew up.
Approximately 10 years
later, he was ordained and
became the pastor of Faith
Temple Missionary Baptist
Church. He later became the
pastor at St. John in Palmetto
where he ~emained until his
death. ·
At St. John, Elder
Oliver sang and directed the
Male Choir, licensed 5 ministers, ordained 10 deacons,
started the food bank,Trustee Board and Brotherhood, in addition to teaching
the Word of God.
He was · religiously
trained at Florida Theological
Seminary and graduated
from Baptist Fellowship
Seminary in 1982.
His other affiliations include: Secretary, Progressive
M&E Baptist State Conven-

Last week, an attorney
representing a former County
Commissioner sought more
time at his sentencing hearing. The hearing will take
place on March 12, at 1:30
Attorney Grady Irvin,
Jr., has filed a motion stating that up to 35 people want
.to speak on Kevin White's
behalf and the allotted time
would not be enough. Attorney Irvin requested an additional90 minutes.
White was found guilty
of 1 count conspiracy to com-

• Transportation Available

• Specializing In:
Car Accidents
Pedestrian Incidents
Motorcycle Ar-•~ili••nt.:: "
Truck Accidents
Slip and Falls
Bic:ycle
Bus
And More...
"Don't be victimized twice for an accident that wasn't your fault"

Call Michelle B. Patty
Local: 813-495-3702 • Toll Free 1-866·352·4200
/7 Days A Week

tion; Advisory Board, Palmetto Youth Academy; held
several positions .in Mt. Pilgrim Baptist Association. He
was in Tampa earlier in February and participated in the
Inaugural Ceremony (Pastor's Conference Chair,
Litany oflnstallation) honoring Moderator Rev. Dr.
Hosea L. Daniels.
R. W. Roland Oliver,
Sr. (33/43 degree) was also
the DeputY Grand Master of
St. Joseph Grand Lodge A. F. ·
& A. M. State of Florida and
held other Masonic positions.
There will be a viewing for
Elder Oliver on Thursday
evening at Greater Bethel M.
B. Church, 1207N. Jefferson;
Friday evening, 5-8 p. m. the
Wake services will be held at
St. John, 17011stAve. E., Palmetto (34221). The funeral
service on Saturday, March
10, 2012, will be held at Mt.
Raymond Full Oosp~l Baptist
Church, 2410 · 4th Ave. E.,
Palmetto (34221). Interment
will follow the service back in
Tampa at Rest Haven Memorial Park Cemetery. Ray
Williams Funeral Home is
handling the . arrangements.
(More information in Friday's Funeral Notice)
The son of the late June
and Oscar Oliver, Elder
Oliver was · raised by his
aunt, Ms. Frances Johnson from· the age of 2 when
his mother died. He ·was an
only chil9..
In addition to his wife,
Elder Oliver is survived by
2 sons, Roland, Jr. and
Jonathan and 2 daughters,
Marquitta and Precious.

Anornev wants More Time For
Friends To Speak At Sentencing
p.ni..

Neck Pairi • Back Pain
Hip Pain • Leg Pain

Available 24 Hours A

Popular Minister
Dies·01 Heart Attack

KEVIN WHITE
•.• former Hillsborough
County Commissioner
convicted of bribery

mit bribery;

2

counts of

bribery; 1 count conspiracy to
commit mail and wire fraud;
2 counts of hon·e st services
wire.fraud; and 1 count making false statements to law
enforcement · in November
2011.
During a_yearlong investigation, an undercover officer
gave White $9,000 to obtain
special consideration for a
towing contract. At the time,
White was a Hillsborough
County Commissioner and
served as the Chairman of the
Transportation Commission
from 2006 to 2010.
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Elderlv Newspaper Carrier AlleuediV_Beaten Bv Police Then Jailed ~s:
BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor
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NOTE: The Sentinel
has chosen not to identify
the ~tness because he
fears retaliation.
A 64-year-old Tampa man
was allegedly beaten by
Tampa Police and arrested
Sunday. He was charged with
unlawful solicitation of newspapers and obstructing or opposing an officer with
violence.
According to a witness,
the_ incident took place between 4:30 p.m. and 5 p.m.,
Sunday, at the intersection of
E. Lake Avenue and N. 29th
Street.
The witness gave the following account of what took
place:
.
"I came up on the corner
and I was talking to Johnny
(Teel). He was telling me
that some police officer told
· him to pack up and don't sell
anymore papers (Tampa
Tribune). He said he only had
about 6 or 7 left and he was
going to sell his papers.
"About_ 15 or 20 minutes
later, this officer stopped at
the c·o rner and Johnny said,
'I think this is the officer."'
· The witness said the officer sat in his cruiser between
10 and 12 minutes, with traffic having to go around him.
The witness said the officer
then pulled into a parking lot
and continued to sit in his car.
The witness said the officer said, "I told you not to sell
anymore newspapers. Pack .
your stuff up." · The witness
said neither he nor Teel re.sponded and continued to
stand on the corner. The witness said the _officer sat in the
car about 15 minutes.
"A man drove up in the
parking
lot and some people
1
went into the store. When
they came out; the man asked
Johnny if he had a Trib-

une.
At that point, the witness
said, the officer exited his vehicle and said, "I told you to
pack your stuff up·, put your
hands behind your back."
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JOHNNYTEEL
... Arrested and charged with
unlawful solicitation of
newspapers

The witness said Teel
continued to stand there
holding his newspapers.
"He whipped out his stick
and hit him. Johnny still
didn't do it, and he hit again
on the leg and Johnny
started to stumble. He hit him
again and Johnny fell. He hit
Johnny again after he fell,"
the witness said.
"Johnny should have
just dropped the papers and
put his hands behind his
back. But, that officer was
wrong hitting that man like
that. There were a lot of people up there with camcorders
and phones," the witness said.
He further stated that
paramedics were called to
treat Teel before he was.
transported to jail. He was released from the Hillsborough
Cou~ty Jail after posting a
bond of $2,250.
The witness further stated
that this is not the first time
they have been harassed
while selling the newspaper.
He said he spoke with Major
Gerald Honeiwell about
the harassment and was told
to tell the officer to contact
him if there was a problem. ·
"When I told the officer
Major Honeywell said to
call him, the officer said, 'you
· call him, you got his number,
you call him.'
The witness further stated
that there are as many as four
people at 'tl!at intersectiorr
selling newspapers and they
comply with the law. "We do
what we're supposed to do,
we wear our vests and every-

FYI

Riverwalk Honorees Will
Be Announced Todav
Six persons who will be honored on the downtown Riverwalk will be announced today (Tuesday) by Mayor Bob Buckhorn and the Friends of the Riverwalk. ·
The announcement will take place at 3 p. m. today at the
Tampa Bay History Center, 801 Old Water Street.
The inaugural honorees will be recognized with their busts
placed along the Riverwalk in the next several months. Each
honoree had to be deceased at _least 15 years.
One of those nominated to be announced is female nurse,
Clara Frye, for whom a hospital for African Americans was
named.

This photograph, taken by a passer-by, shows Johnny Teel on the ground during the arrest.

thing. I just hope it's safe for
me to go back up there and
sell my papers.''
Teel, who also sells the
Sentinel at that corner, did
not return telephone calls.
The City Ordinance states
that news carriers can sell
newspapers with the exception of 10 identified corners in
the City limits.
On Sundays, anyone is allowed to solicit on the city ·
corners with the exception of
the ten corners prohibited at
anytime.
Police Deparbnent
Release Statement
When contacted by the
Sentinel, the Tampa Police
Department said in a written
statement, "This is a situation
where the subject would have
received a notice to appear in
court, but instead he became
combative and chose to fight
the officer. In this Circumstance, the suspe'ct's aggres...:
sive actions towards the

officer made it necessary for
him to use force to stop the
suspect's resistance and make
·the arrest."
According to the police report, "Officer S. Cicolello ob- ·
served the subject selling the
Tampa Tribune at the corner
of 29th Street, Nand Lake Avenue. E. The subject was not
wearing the required vest and
was also inhibiting the flow of
traffic. Officer S •. Cicolello
parked his ·marked unit and
made contact with the subject
on foot. OfficerS. Cicolello
explained to the subject that
he was in violation of City Ordinance 6-265 by not wearing
the required vest, impeding
traffic flow, and having no
credentials from the Tampa
Tribune. Officer Cicolello
gave the subject a warning
arid asked the subject to leave
the area. The subject understood and began moving his
things to his vehicle," thereport stated.
The officer stated in the

report that when he retunae<ll
an hour later, the man was
wearing the vest, but was still "11
impeding traffic. The nffif'<>·rl r
said at that time, he
~
his vehicle and
c
the man on foot to make an l>
arrest;
en
.
m
The report stated, ".:.The z
defendant yanked his arm :::!
away twice. The defendant ~
becalne combative and as- r
sumed fighting.stance with ~
his fists balled up. He
r
to comply with verbal ,co]D. ~
mands.
·
:::!
" ... An unknown subj
Z
~
grabbed the defendant
tried to calm 'him down,
m
the defendant broke away
C:
(J)
charged at the officer
:J:
· then struck the defendant ~ '
twice in the legs with his AS~ m
baton."
<
After ·b eing placed on the ~
ground, the defendant contin- -<
ued to resist. Fire rescue
sponded, but no
m
attention was required,
~
report said.
~
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Make ordering your invit~ions
EASY for one LOW PRICE with ·soL DAVIS PRINTING!
5205 N. Lois Ave.- Tampa, FL 33614
(813) 353-3609
N

GRADUATIO

WINSTON LIOHtBOl>Y

Packages Include:
Invitations w/Personalized Phot~
Name Cards
Envelopes
SEVERAL COVER DESIGNS & VERSES TO CHOOSE FROM.
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IWhv women like Pres. Obama I
ccording to the Associated Press, "Women are
more apt to identify with Democrats and give
that party higher favorability ratings than do
men" (which is why women like President Obama).
We don't buy that. But, a GOP-leaning independent
(who happens also to be a worn~) remarked, "Republicans are making a big mistake with this contraception talk, and I'm pretty sure that they are giving the
election to Obama." She concluded, "It's a stupid
thing." Yes, what Republican men are saying and
doing about women's (and men's) reproductive rights
is indeed, on the order of Fred Flintstone.
But, is that the reason why women are returning to
President Obama to the tune of more than 50 percent?
Certainly, we should give the women of America
more credit.
So, 'allow us to share a well-kept secr~t about Ameripm women with American Republican-Conservative
men.
WOMEN CAN READ!
It's true. The majority of American women have
eyes and ears. American women watch television, log
onto Internets, and also READ NEWSPAPERS!
N~w, what does that mean? It means American
women are not only aware of President Obama's
stance on women's (and men's) reproductive rights,
but women are informed about the President's ideas
on other subjects such as salv~ging America's economy; bringing American men and women home from
foreign wars, and restoring America's credibility
around the world.
So, is there any wonder women would follow their
eyes and ears? Call it common sense.
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I Comm. les Mi.ller On The Square I

e usually applaud community activist Marilyn
Smith for her tireless diligence in advocating
..J
for citizens of Hillsborough County. Few other
u..
people would do what she does. But this time, we were
not amused by the bigotry she demonstrated at a commission meeting.
Commissioner Les Miller and one other colleague
found themselves literally backed against a wall regarding a motion to create a fifth single-member district to potentially elect an Hispanic commissioner.
Though out-hooted and outflanked, Les Miller stood
tall and did the right thing. And for ·that, we thank

a:
0

vote.

(USPS 202-140)
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him.
But according to news sources, Ms. Marilyn Smith,
who vehemently objected to any idea of
Hispanic
addition to County Commissio~, was overheard to say
Les Miller's motion would "GHE'ITO-IZE" Hillsborough County. Were commissioners and audience
members shocked? No, a mouse could be heard.
Yet, in his classic 6-foot style, Comm. Miller remained the perfect professional as he hammered his
reasons home for all to see and to hear. Yes, we supo::t port the idea of an Hispanic seat on County Commisw sion, just as we fought for African American
CJ representation and for female inclusion on that same
~ commission. Comm. Les Miller, stay on the square.

an

ccording to the United
•
•
States Constltu_tion,
our
government IS supposed to be for the people and
by the people.
I wasn't around when this
democratic government got
started, so I don't know if this
government has ever been for
the p,eopl~ and by the people.
I do know that if it was ever
that way, those days are gone
now.
To run for public office cost
so rriuch money that many
citizens can't afford it.
i listened to a news broadcast one day this week and it
said that in the current presidential election, one out of
every $4 spent so far, comes
from five people.
In short, that means that
four people are really controlling this election. That doesn't
·sound like a government by
the people.

I

If this trend continues, and
·
I h.ave no reason to doub t 1t
won't, who do you think the
President's loyalty wil1 b e to
first? It won't be to the average American citizen, and you
can bet on it.
Every year, the cost of elections and especially the presidential election, goes up and
more and more of that cost is
born by a small group of people.
·
Money and costs aren't the
only reasons that the days of
government for the people
and by the people are a thing
of the past.
More and more laws are
being enacted that tend to be
disenfranchisingmanypotential voters from registering
and voting. Proof of this can
be seen in the elections to be
held in 2012. If current laws
are allowed to stand, people
who have been voting for

Africa's Influence On African
American Quilting Traditions
indicated was passed down in
aving participated in
her family orally by deceased
quite a few Black Hisrelatives.
tory programs last
According to Williams,
month, the need to confirm
events, traditions, and facts
certain quilt blocks told slaves
pertaining to Black history
how to get ready to escape,
using three or more sources
what to do on the trip, how to
was demonstrated at least
confuse slave hunters, and
twice for me.
how to get to safe territory
On two occasions, I witand other information leading
nessed the presentation and
to freedom.
posting of information about
In fact, there is evidence
that ancient Mricans practhe use of symbolism in quilts
ticed the weaving of textiles
by the Underground Railroad.
At this writing, there have
that "preserved their aesthetic
principles, religious and culbeen no published slave narratives, WPA interviews, ditural traditions, and history
aries, or any other ;written . . · within the patterns and hues
of fabrics."
documentation by slaves or
The Asante people, who live
their descendants about the
use of quilts by slaves to alert
in parts of Ghana and Cote
d'Iroire (Ivory Coast), were
other slaves about escape
routes, plans, or safe-houses.
widely known as the earliest
However, a bqok, Hidden
weavers. They used raffia
In Plain Vieu1, published in
fibers to make long narrow
strips of cloth, which they
1999, features a story told to
one of the authors by a Black
sewed together to make a
female quilt vendor nam,ed
larger cloth (Kente). Colors,
patterns, symmetry and apOzella
McDaniel
pliques held symbolic meanWilliams.
Williams, a South Caring.
Indeed, quilting by Blacks
olina former attorneyI quilt
vendor, provided author
has been influenced by four .
Jacqueline Tobin with a
civilization from Central and
"secret quilt code" over a
West Africa to include the
three-year period," which she
Mande- speaking people

H

It can't be a government for
the people and by the people
if they can't vote. In America,
our vote is our voice. Many of
us are being left voiceless in
_our government. We are left
voiceless by Jim Crow racist
laws that date back to the end
of slavery.
The middle class was once
..&..1 infl uence m
· m aka powenu
ing this government for and
by the people. Today, t h e
middle class has lost that influence. Not only has that
class of people lost its influence, but theit: numbers are
decreasing every day.
More people are falling
from the middle class and
into the ranks of the working
poor.
Who is doing all of that?
It is the government by the
people and for the people.
This government allows for
the rich to get richer and the
poor to get poorer.
I submit to you, my friends,
that any government that
prices people out of the mar-·
ket to seek public office and
makes it even more difficult
to vote, is not a government
for the people or by the peaple. Those days are gone for-

(Guinea, ·Mali, Senegal, and
Burkina Faso); the Yoruba
and Fan peoples (Republic of
Benin . and Nigeria); the
Ejagham peoples (Nigeria and
Cameroons); and the K01;1go
peoples (Zaire ·and Angola).
Because of the heavy trading
of textiles from Africa
throughout the Americas, the
traditions of regions of origin
became intermixed and nondistinct .
Regional Mrican weaving
patterns helped tribal members recognize people from far
distances (warring tribes and
traveling hunting parties),
helped keep evil spirits away,
and symbolized the rebirth of
the ancestral power of the creator or wearer.
The number of patterns or
change in a Pilttern was important for royalty and priests
because they conveyed ·prestige power, status, on wealth.
Furthermore, a family's traditions, heritage and lineage designed on a quilt became a
lasting record of births, marriages, geographical location
and plantation life.
Finally, the use of a circle or
diamond pattern was symbolic of the cycles of life with
each point ·representing life,
death, and rebirth. ·The
knowledge, power, and intelligence of the quilt creator and
wearer were conveyed by the
use of script in a native language or synibol.
.
Against this background,
that some historians support
the idea of the use of quilts by
the Underground Railroad is
understandable. Harambee.

Horoscopes/Soaps

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)- Hit the ground running and
get busy, no delay~ Even if you miss a few, you hit the inark
more times than not. You're more powerful than you think.
Aries (March 21-April19)- You can sell your concept
now. It takes action. Do a good job, and there's a potential for
more money to flow in. If breakdowns occur, handle them.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) - Don't let worries about
money interfere with love. With Venus in your sign, art, beauty
and romance are yours. Might as well listen, though ... you
rJ:!ight have to compromise.
! Gemini (May 21-June 21)- Changes higher up are to
your benefit. Send off the paperwork for an increase in funding.
Go for what you want in career and romance: You're lucky with
love and money.
Cancer (June 22-July 22)- You're still learning, and
your concentration's keen. You see new ways to prosper and
are moved into action. Use that Midas touch at work (and leave
it there).
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) -It's wise to be frugal. Anticipate
overruns of cost. Let others bring food. Your friends are your
inspiration. You can make it work; teamwork solves puzzle.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) - Here comes a pleasant surprise. Gather up as much as you can. Venus enters Taurus in
your fifth house, influencing creativity, romance and fun.
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22) - For about three weeks, you're
especially vibrant and charming. Give in to creature comforts
and beauty. Serve others with artistry.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) -Have faith in your imagination and bring in the dough. Focus on providing a great service.
Think twice before making a purchase. Do you really need it?
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)- There's no mountain
high enough to keep you down. Pack the essentials and explore,
even if it's just metaphorically speaking. Keep a journal for future refere.nce.
·
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)- You may feel like spending some quiet time, but don't dismiss others who appreciate
you. Take a moment to connect. Reveal your dreams.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)- Your imagination runs
. wild, attra~ting bright new ideas and potential clients. New
partnerships and responsibilities lead to new rewards.

Mr. and Mrs. Henry "Shake" Washington are all smiles while attending the
Alpha Phi Alpha Black and Gold Soiree'.

Mrs. Lillian Davis listens to Mrs. Minnie
Kennedy (L), discussing her famous potato
pies and fried chicken at a Lily Awards
Banquet.
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-rrAlpha Kappa Alpha Sorority
presents: "Miss Teeage Tampa Pageant." Contestant Nicola Williams
played a violin selection.

The Griffin-Williams wedding was a joyous occasion. Nathaniel and Edith James and Edith Fulks
were among the guests who attended.
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BOLD AND THE BEAUTIFUL - Steffy attempts to talk
Liam out of moving forward in his relationship with Hope;
Liam and Hope reminisce about the wonderful times they have
. shared together; Steffy makes a big admission to Brooke.Hope
begins to have second thoughts about moving toward a physical
relationship with Liam; Brooke and Ridge disagree about what
Hope is ready for; Taylor and Stephanie are convinced that
Liam will come back to Steffy. A proposal of marriage is made;
Stephanie and Eric receive an unexpected visit from Sally's former partner-in-crime, Gladys Pope; Hope reveals to Brooke details from her evening with Liam.
DAYS OF OUR LIVES- Madison stands up to Ian and de.:
mands a divorce, but Ian cautions her; Sami is shocked about
Lucas' secret; Kate advises Lucas not to get involved with Sami
again; Abigail arranges for .her and Melanie to run into Austin
and Carrie on vacation.Bo and Roman get jumped by a group
of thugs, and Kayla tries to save Bo; Hope 'finds out that John
is an agent for the ISA and demands that he let her help; Daniel
and Jennifer agree to remain friends. John and Hope come
face-to-face with Stefano in Alamainia; Hope finds out Bo has
been attacked; Marlena talks to Will about his sexuality; Bo
lapses into a coma; EJ tries to reason with Nicole, who isn't
being receptive.
GENERAL HOSPITAL- Starr gets an expected visitor;
Dante and Delores work on a case; Maxie has a flashback. There
is a denial from Sonny; Luke talks with Robert; Carly takes it
out on Alexis. Alexis, Michael and Dante worry for Sonny; Lulu
gets an earful from Maxie; Carly gets help from Todd.
YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS - Adam's confession derails his relationship with Sharon and fuels Jack's determination to prove he can leave the hospital. Daniel takes steps to
ensure Lucy's safety, while Abby presents Billy with an exciting
opportunity. Lauren is shocked by Daisy's new living arrangements, as Genevieve continues to ask for Jack's forgiveness.
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Daria . Mobley, dressing in
African inspired attire presented
an inspirational reading at the AKA
"Miss Teenage Tampa Pageant."

Good friends, Alton White (L) and Randolph ·
Kinsey prepare to play a round of golf at the Rogers
Park Golf Course . .
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All About You!
Happv1st
Birthdav

Birthda_y Celebrations

Tonv's Birthdav

Jamie Cox Host
Part·vTo Celebrate
Birthdav, Super Bowl
Jamie Cox celebrated his birthday and hosted a Super Bowl
Party at his mother's home in Valrico. (Photos by Julia Jackson)

Happy 1st birthday, Shay
Shay.
Love:
your
mama,
Quona; grandma, CJ; and
family.
March 7th a star was
born. Happy birthday, Tom .
Tom loves you.

Haoov
Birthdav!
Party guest, Wayne.

Barry kept the hot fish flowing.

Celebrating another birthday on March 7th, with family
w and friends .
CJ
May God bless you with
many more!
<0

if

Derrick and Tony at the party.

Nishira was one of the party
guests.

Justin
was
at
the
birthday/Super Bowl party
hosted by Jamie Cox.
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Teams Announced
·for Fridav's UNCF
Basketball-classic

The Wilkes & McHugh
27th An nual United Negro
College Fund All-Star High
School Basketball Classic will
be h eld on Friday, March 9,
2012.
The event, which raises
funds for college scholarships
for students in Hillsborough
County and is presented by
the Tampa Bay Sports Commission, will be at 6 p. m. at
Jefferson High School, 4401
W. Cypress Street, Tampa.
Admission is a $5 donation.
The basketball classic features two basketball games one boys' and one girls' -with
teams composed of handpicked senior players from
Hillsborough County's east
side schools and west side
schools. There also is a threepoint shootout and a s1amdunk contest.
The late Dr. Sam Horton, retired administrator for
Hillsborough County schools
and a former president of the
Hillsborough County Branch
of ·the NAACP, founded the
fundraiser 27 years ago. He
spent his life ensuring young
people
in
Hillsborough ·
County had the tools they
needed to pursue higher education.
Volunteer coaches for the
event will be: Todd Price
(Alonso High) for the West
boys' team; Adrian Johnson (Tampa Bay Tech) for the
East boys' team; Dexter
Bryant (Brooks-DeBartolo)
for the East girls' team; and
NaTanya Miller (Jefferson)
for the West girls' team.
Players on the East boys'
team are: Jamar Crew and

Church To Host
Food Distribution
To Needv Families

Propeller Club Names
'Member Of The Year'
At Awards Banquet

Recently, members of the ·
The event was held at the
International Propeller Club
TPepin Hospitality Center on
Jordan Stultz (Brandon) ,
February 215 t. Other honof the United States, Port of
Nick Felder, Gregory
orees were John McKenTampa, Inc., held its Annual
Jackson and Tres Stewart
zie, , of
OSG
Ship
Awards Banquet. During the
(Tampa Bay Tech), Patrick
Bruce
event, the organization
Management;
H auri (Wharton), DemetriP assinault, of CF Indus ~
named its 2012 member of
ius H owze (Spoto) , Kieran
the year.
tries; and Benny HutchinREV. EARL MASON, THD.
Pattus
(East
Bay),
son, of International Ship
The honor was bestowed
Demet rius Sykes (BloomBY IRIS B. HOLTON
Captain
Allen
upon
Repair -and Marine Services
ingdale), Teshey ThompSentinel City Editor
Thompson, the Immediate
for the "Unsung Hero"
son (Plant City) and Derek
Past President.
Award.
Welch-Weaver (Armwood).
On Wednesday, March i h,
The Leadership Award
Captain Thompson,
West boys' teammates:
a local church and a non-profit Jr., USCG (retired) was chowas presented to Alycia
Nelson Agholor (Berkeley organization will join forces for sen for his n ~teworthy conNapier · McGlone,
of
Prep), David Cook and food distribution. The food .tributions and untiring
WWW Marine Insurance;
Marcos Ortiz (Chamber- . items will be given to the first efforts in support of the ProRobert Fredere, of The
lain); PJ Darby (Jesuit) 250 families.
peller Club. In addition to
Mosaic Company; and Jack
Chris Faulk and Sam PowThe distribution will take being the Immediate Past ·
Sheibly, ofGulfMa~ne Reers (Plant High), Reggie place at the Bible-Based Fel- President,
Captain
pair.
Henderson
(Robinson), lowship Church of Temple TerThompson has served as a
The "Maritime Person of
Travis Lyons (Hillsborough) race, 8718 N. 46th Street,
board member and an offithe Year" Award was pre- .
and Marcus Coffey and between the hours of 11 a.m.
sented to David MeDoncer. He is currently the ExecWesley Norwood (Alonso and 1p.m.
aid, former Port Director for
utive Director with the
High).
Rev. Mason, ThD., the · Tampa Bay Pilots Associathe Port Manatee Port AuThose listed on the East founder and senior pastor at
thority.
tion.
girls' team roster are: Asia .Bible-Based Fellowship is partCaptain Thompson
The Propeller Club of
Nelson, Ashley Nelson and nering with Feeding America
said, "It is indeed an honor to
Tampa is an association of
Ashley Davis (Durant High), Food to provide the food.
c.o mpanies and individuals
be recognized by your peers
Shade Williams (Freedom),
Rev. Mason said, "Bible- who comprise the largest
with an interest in maritime
Tiesha Hampton, Justina Based Fellowship has a pas·Propeller Club in the world
shipping and allied indusJames and Jesse Causey sion
the with approximately 500
for
helping
tries
working together to pro(Faith Baptist Christian), discouraged, disenfranchised;
members."
mote
waterborne commerce.
Williams disinherited, and the disposed
.Stephanie
(Riverview),
Vintoria thus, this marks the second
Hopps and Destanee Mills time the church has held a
(Brooks-DeBartolo)
and mass food distribution. In
Queen (East Bay).
2009, over 150 families · re.:.
On the West girls' roster ceived food. "
are: Alex Tejada and Kelly
This is one of several partBrennan (Plant High), nerships the church and its
ciarice Devine (Chamber- ministries utilize to serve the
lain), Dominique Brown community. In addition to the
(Blake), Chantrell Frazier, massive food distribution, the
Hemasarada
Grude, church also has a food pantry
Ed'Shayla L. Upshaw (Jefand clothes boutique that is
ferson), Chelsea White
open to the public.
(Brooks-DeBartolo), Jordan
·
The food distribution is
Pate, Harolicia Hart and
·
limited to the first 250 needy
Garlella Castro (Spoto
families. Those Wishing to re"Servmg The Commumty Smce 1974" ::;.t:;;; --~ 'J;;
High).
ceive the food are encouraged
to register by contacting BibleBased Fellowship Church of
Temple Terrace at (813) 9800559.
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ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANT

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prevention & Education
Extractions
Crowns & Bridges
Dentures
Partials
Root Canal Therapy
Repair & Relines
*Gold Crown (Real)
.
Available
*Patient Relaxation

A growing religious organization has an immediate opening
for a highly skilled Office
Assistant to provide clerical,
organizational and operational
assistance to its leadership and
staff. A background· in a
religious environment or way of
life is required. Excellent
interpersonal,
organizational
and
administrative
skills
required.
Candidate
must
possess strong written and oral
communication skills and the
ability to maintain highly
confidential information.
Proficiency in Microsoft
Word, PowerPoint, Excel and
Publisher is a necessity. This is
a part time professional
position.
For
an
interview
and
consideration, please email
resume and salary requirements to : csjsr1 @aol.com by
March 12th, 2012. EOE/DFWP

Call And Schedule
Your Appointment Today!!!

1131 6!3·1014
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4th Anniversarv

The congregants at Speak Life Church celebrated its pastor's
t- 4th anniversary with a week of services. Sev~ral guests were
invited to celebrate Pastor Laura Hargrove. (Photos by
Julia Jackson)

:::::»

For over three decades, the
"January Babies" social ·
group of ladies have been
celebrating their birthday
during their birth month of
January. Many have passed
on and others have joined,
keeping this fun group of
ladies, actively awaiting their
annual social gathering.

This year's hostess was
Irene P. Bedford. She
arrc;mged for the group to
dine at the "Chart House,"
located on West Courtney
Campbell Causeway during
the evening of January 27th.
The group of "January
Babies" enjoy dining together, socializing, and exchang-

ing gifts or cards , as they
entertain themselves.
Those in attendance this
year were: Irene P.
Bedford,
Sharon
Robinson, Ca,therine
Smith, Lavern L. Ash,
Gladys M. Permuy,
Bettye W. King and
·Gloria W. Davis.

From left, Minister Valerie Goddard; honoree, Pasto·r Laura
Hargrove;. guest speaker, Elder A . L. Shaw, and his wife,
Mishon at the service hono~ng Pastor Hargrove's 4th anniversary.

Seating: Lavern L. Ash and Sharen Robinson; Standing, left to right: Irene P. Bedford, Gloria
W. Davis, Catherine Smith, Gladys M. Permuy ~d Bettye W. Iq.ng.

. Mother of Speak Life Church, Sarah Hargrove, Alta Knowles
and Verlenda Bell. _

Minister of music for visiting church, Justin Faison.

Usher Cathy·Roberts.

Left to right: Gloria W. D'avis, Irene P. Bedford, Sharen Robinson, Bettye W. King, Lavern Ash,
Gladys Permuy and in front, Catherine Smith.
·

Security Specialist Classes
Security is one of the fastest growing industries in our nation.
Take the first step and become a Security Specialist
by registering for one of our classes D class, K class and /or Requal classes.
For more information visit our website @

www.sableoneinvestigations.com

or call

(813>621-7225
Uc. #

Local

Congress Number 4Honors Pastors' Wives
'

The First South Florida
Missionary Baptist District
Association
Congress
Number 4 (Rev. Clem
. Bell, president) held its 6th
.Annual Senior Mission and
Deaconess Banquet honoring pastors' wives. The 4 p.
m., January 21, 2012 event
was held in the Life Center
at New Mt. Zion M. B.
Church, Rev. Dr. Walter
J. Williams, Pastor. Dr.
Barbara Wright, presided.
Program participants
included: Cynthia Lester
and Doretha McCants,
devotion; Mary Lovett,
welcome and occasion;
Conrad McRee , solo;
Clara Cobb and Ann
Mallard, door prizes; play
by the Draina Ministry at
New St. Matthew' M . B.

Church, 'The Resolution,'
Jackie Brown, producer;
invitation, Rev. Leroy
Moore; and blessing of
food, Rev.
Rayford Harper.
Mary Priester, President
of the District Deaconess,
recognized the pastors'
wives. Rev. and Mrs ;
Michael (Eurena) White
were introduced as the new
pastor and wife at Mt. Olive
M. B. Church, Tampa.
Rev. Dr. C. P. Epps gave
words of wisdom from 1
Samuel .25. Joann
Green, of the Senior
Women and Rose Brewton
of the Deaconess gave
remarks of thanks . Rev.
Clem Bell gave the closing
remarks. (Photos by Juli~
Jackson)

Rev. and Mrs. Alec
(Yvonne) Hall of New St.
Matthew M. B. Church were
in attendance.

President Clem Bell and his wife, Mrs. Janice Bell of Shiloh
M. B. Church, Dunedin.

Elder and Mrs. Mark
(Oneka)
McAfee
of
Emmanuel M. B. Church.

Mrs. Mary Priester, left, presented the token of love to Mrs.
Lillian Epps, wife of Dr. C. P . Epps, Mt. Olive M. B. Church,
Tampa.
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Rev. and Mrs. Rayford
(Jacqueline) Harper of First
Baptist Church of West
Tampa.

Rev. and Mrs·. Julius (Tonya) Wynn of Highland M. B.
Church, Tampa.

Rev. and Mrs. Columbus (Alma) Bridges of Truevine M B.
Church, Clearwater. ·

Rev. and Mrs. David (Arletha) Swackard of St. Matthew M. B.
Chureh, Clearwater.

Linda Brewton ofMt. Olive
M. B. Church, Clearwater.

Deacon and Mrs. Robert Balkman were among the guests.
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USF Gospel Choir Performs At
College Hill Conference Center
On January 28th members of the University of South Florida Gospel Choir hosted an anointed musical at the College Hill Conference Center. The event featl,ll"ed
several local and national choirs.
Among those in attendance included Davell, a gospel comedian, who kept everyone laughing. The event concluded with an unforgettable performance of praise
songs by the University of South Florida Gospel Choir. (Photography by Toby Scott).

~

0

Members of the University of South Florida Gospel Choir performed at the College Hill
LL Conference Center.

0:

Olga Stirrup was the Mistress of Ceremony for the
evening.

Daven · ':The
Comic"
showed off his new CD "Real ·
Jokes, Real Laughs."
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Makayla Massey, Asherah Mills, Gloria Elphedge, Jessica
·clark, J:onquil Johnson, Alaysha Massey, Chelsea Brewing- .
ton, Shakayla Redd and Jordan Boyd are members of the of
College Hill Praise Dancers. The group prepared to praise
through "Dance."
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Research studies for a variety of medical conditions, including:

- Diabetes
High Cholesterol
High Blood·Pressure
Birth Control
Gout
Knee Pain
Low Sex Drive

Pain After Shingles
Constipation
Multiple Sclerosis
Overactive Bladder
· Hot Flashes
Depression
Diabetic Foot Pain

All studies udmmi1hn:d hy a hoar.! certified medtad docfoi·

Compensation for time and travel
0
.,..

Study related medical care
No medical insurance is necessary

This group of young demonstrated their musical talents.
Shown from left to right: Harry Thomas, Jr, is a saxophonist,
Marquez Kier is the drummer, Jacobi Henderson is the Music
Director, Shawn Collins is the keyboardist, and Jonathan
Jean is the bass player in the USF Gospel Choir Band.

Zenna Tatum and Mishondra Key made sure everyone felt welcome at the
event.
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Entertainer Makes Historv With YouTube !
)>
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BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel StaffWriter
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Jessie "Jet Set" Hudson has
never been one to stand still very
long. As a child growing up in Central
park Village, he was energetic, and al·
ways on the go.
After paying his dues iri New York
City in the 1970s, Jet Set decided it
was time to head to Hollywood.
"I came to Holiywood to realize
my dream of becoming an entertainer
and actor. I quickly realized it was
going to take a lot of patience and
time to get it do he, and I just needed
to work hard and not give up."
The past two years have seen Jet
. Set approaching the place where he
wants to be in his career.
Through a series of videos and television and movie spots, Jet Set said ·he's finally enjoying some success.
"Through a series of parody videos
I've done recently, I was told by my
producers that I've made history with
the number of hits I've gotten on
YouTube for my videos.
"I've been recognized by the .
World-Wide Hip Hop Video circuit as
the leader in requested viewing, and
I've been getting calls from all over
the world about my new video."
Jet Set said he gives all the glory
and praise to God for opening doors
for hi_m, and he hopes later he'll be
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Jet Set honors the late Don Cornelius by visiting his star on the Hollywood Walk Of Fame.

· Jet Set Hudson at a tribute to the late---Whitney Houston outside the hotel where
she died.

able to call the shots instead of following the ·direction of producers ·and
arrangers.
"That's when you know you've
made it, because you have the final
say on the product that going out, and
you're able to negotiate on your
terms.
"I've gotten requests to do a show
in Houston, and I've been asked to go
on a world tour to promote my

videos."
Jet Set said anyone can be successful in Hollywood if they believe in
themselves, be patient, and pray to
God.
"You have to be a grounded person
with a level head to be successful in
this business. You also have to know
when to keep your mouth shut and
listen.
"I love Tampa, and it will always

be my home. I think of Hollywood as
my office and where I earn a living. I
will continue to return home for the
MLK Parade and other events, and
I'm always open for callsfrom friends,
family, and acquaintances in Tampa."
Jet Set said he took a littl~ time
away recently to visit a tribute to the
late Whitney Houston outside the
hotel where she died, and also visit
the star of the late Don Cornelius.
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ired of driving, high gas prices, and the stress of congestion? Let HART get you to your
destination. HART is a clear, clean and inexpensive alternative to the automobile.
_

HART has more than 20 Park-n-Ride lots and transfer centers. The concept is easy. Park your car
in.the lots and take a-HART bus. Even if you don•t have a car, these centers service rriany of
our routes.
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HART is hard at work serving our community with improvements including, our Y~kon Park-n-Ride
transf er cent er, located between North Central Avenue and North Sem inole Avenue.
In the HART Yukon Park-n-Ride transfer center, HART is doubling the number of bus bays, adding
public restroom facilities, and improving traffic circulation for better school bus drop-off.
For -more information on fares, routes, and how HART can make your life easier visit our
web-site www.goHART.org, or call the HART information line: (813) 254-HART {4278).
Ride HART. Be Smart .
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Tampa Eagles Alumni
Pre-Valentine's Panv

Pre-Valentine's In Ybor Square
Several people were out on the town to celebrate with that special someone the weekend
before Valentine's Day which was on Tuesday, February 14th. (Photos by Julia Jackson)

.

.

The Tampa Eagles Alumni held its Pre-Valentine's Party at
Club Manilla. (Photos by Julia Jackson)
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· Alma Watkins Roberts was
at the alumni party.
Diva and Fredricko were in Yhor Square celebrating.

LYNDA WILDS

Ron .and Ms. Diva.

Karaoke Hanu Out
Karaoke is an ongoing event at a local club. Recently there was a· Pre-Valentine's karaoke
night with several participants.

.
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Destiny was checking out
Karaoke Night.
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Floyd Joy and Bessie Blue worked with the Tampa Eagles for
several years.

Chuck singing with soul
during Karaoke Night.
Sandra Ashley and Leneen Lumas were at the PreValentin«;!'s event.

"Just Right" at Karaoke
Night.

Debbie and Pip Bowers were there to support the Tampa
Eagles Alumni ~vent.

Bevonce Allegedlv seen
Breasueeding In Public
Beyonce has made virtually everything about her 8week-old daughter very
private.
Private, that is, until last
weekend in the West Village
in NYC, when the singer was
allegedly spotted breastfeeding Blue Ivy while dining
with Jay-Z. Beyonce could
not have chosen a more contentious time to breastfeed in
public, since the country is in
the middle of a "breast is best
controversy."

BEYONCE And Daughter,
BLUE IVY

Wiz Khalila And Amber
Rose Are Engaged
According to their Twitter
accounts, ·model and Master
of the Mix host Amber
Rose and her boyfriend,
rapper Wiz Khalifa are officially engaged.
Khalifa's Twitter timeline exploded after he posted
a photo of Amber Rose's
hand with an engagement
ring on it with an accompanying tweet which read "She ·
Said Yes!!". A.niber Rose
then tweeted saying "He has
made · me the Happiest
Woman in the World!!!!"
A former video vixen,
Rose is best known for being
in a high profile relationship
with rapper Kanye West

The funeral horne where
Whitney Houston's body
was kept is still denying they
leaked a · photo of the
Grarnrny
Award-winning
singer in her casket, but says
they know who did ..
During a press conference
Thursday in Newark, New
· Jersey, the owner of the funeral horne denied selling a
photo of Houston to the
National E11quirer.
Carolyn . Whigham,
owner of Whigham Funeral
Horne, defended her staff
and said that there were only
3 people froJ)l the funeral
horne who had access to
Houston's body and none
of them took the photo.
"My staff, my secretaries,
my drivers, never were exposed to any area that she
was in. Whitney was always
on the lower level under lock
and key. Security being provided l;>y 'Nippy Inc.' not my
security," Whigham said.
Whigham said the funeral horne's investigation
revealed that the picture was ·

EMMANUEL BAILEY
Rikers Island's warden
Emmanuel Bailey was
forced into retirement after
having an extramarital affair
with a female correctional officer.
Bailey is also well known
for giving special treatment
to hip-hop stars while they
served time at the NYC
prison complex.
Bailey has even been held
responsible for an increase in
violence at the facility, after
he allowed rapper Papoose
to perform in 2006, angering
rival gang members.

Chris Brown Brings
~Fortune' To Fans
WIZ KHALIFAAND
AMBER ROSE
... inset Amber's Ring
from 2008 to summer 2010.
She began dating Wiz Khalifa in 2011.

Funeral Home Director Denies
Photo leak, But Knows Who Did It
-

Hikers Island's
Warden Forced
-To Retire

'

Carolyn Whigham of
Whigham Funeral Home
speaks during press conference in Newark, NJ.

taken on February 17, a day
before services for Houston. Although she knows
who took; the photo, she
would not identify the person.
Although the Houston
family has closed its inquiry
int<;> who leaked the photo,
Whigham said she is considering taking legal action
to clear her name.
' : ..

Chris
Brown, 22,
will release
his fifth studio
album titled
"Fortune" in
May, record
CHRIS
label RCAsaid, BROWN
following on
from
Brown's
recent
Grarnrny comeback performance and award win.
"I hope this album shows
growth and positivity to all
my fans and will inspire
them to live life to the
fullest!!!" Brown posted on
his Twitter about the upcoming May 8 album release.
No Arrest Warrant Yet
In Chris Brown Probe
Miami officials said on Friday repo~s of an arrest warrant issued for Chris
Brown are inaccurate, although the singer is still a
suspect in the alleged theft of
a rn9bile phone last ·week.
In a report filed with
Miami Beach Police Department on Sunday, Christal
Spann, 24, a resident of
Miami, named Brown as a
suspect in· a "robbery by sudden snatching."
The report cites Spann's
claim that Brown, who was
in a black Bentley automobile, reached through an
open window and snatched
Spann's iPhone out of her
hand as she tried to snap a
picture of him, saying "you
ain't going to put that on no
website," before driving off
with the phone.

'George JeHerson· Joins The
Television Academv Hall OI _
Fame
The Jeffersons was the
longest running sitcom with
a predominately AfricanAmerican cast in the history
of American television.
Actor Sherman Hemsley memorably played the
role of patriarch George
Jefferson on the show; now
he is being honored by being
offered a spot in the Televi-

SHERMAN HEMSLEY
... on 'The Jeffersons'
sion Academy Hall of Fame.

Mike Epps' Daughter Claims He
Threatened To Phvsit;:allv Abuse Her
Mike Epps' ·18-year-old
daughter, Bria claims her father threatened her with
physical abuse. The dispute
started because she had disclosed to the public a family
matter that Epps wanted to
keep private.
The actorI comedian then
proceeded to threaten her
physical well being. Representatives for Mike Epps
say that the allegations made
by Bria are false.
Tensions mounted between father and daughter
after Mike appeared on the
Wendy Williams Show and
mentioned two of his children, to which Bria took of-.
fense, for not being named.
Bria reportedly confronted her father and an argument ensued. Bria then
said she would "air some
family drama" to the media,
pushing Mike into a rage
where he made the alleged

Actor Mike Epps visit
SiriusXM
Studio
March 1,
York City.
threats. However, sources
close to the comedian say his
daughter asked her dad for
an unriarned sum of money
for college that he refused to
give her. Mike opted to pay
for the courses to the school
directly, which was said to
have angered Bria.
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Tampa Prep's Devontae Morgan carries the championship plaque as he and other players celebrate 58-50
championship win over Sagemont Thursday, March 1,
2012 in Lakeland.
·
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Baseball Clinic Set
.At Port Tampa Center
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~ Tampa Prep Wins first State Title
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DEREK JETER

The City of Tampa Parks
and Recreation Department
is preparing to host its s th
Annual Turn 2 Foundation
Baseball Clinic. The event
will take- place Tuesday,
March 13th through Friday,
March 16th.
The Clinic will be held at
the Port Tampa Community
Center, 4702 W. · McCoy
Street, from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
each day.
The four-day clinic is free
for boys and girls ·J;>etween
the ages of 8 and 13.
Throughout the clinic, the
youngsters will participate
in several baseball skill sta- ·
tions with experienced local
coaches. The stations will
focus on teaching and reinforcing the fundamentals of
hitting, fielding, throwing,

pitching, and base running.
A highlight of the clinic is
a visit from special guest
speakers who will _share
their professional and personal experiences with the
children in attendance.
Three drop off and pick
up locations have been
arranged for youngsters who
do not live in the area. The
locations are: Copeland Park
Community Center, 11001
N. 15th Street; Fair Oaks
Community Center, 5019 N.
34th Street; and Wellswood
Activity Center, 4918 N.
Mendenhall Dr.
NewYork Yankee Derek
Jeter founded the Turn 2
Foundation. The program
targets baseball skills as well
as life skills . and lessons,·
which are acquired from
Jeter's book "The . Life

You Imagine."
Parents are required to
register their children in advance by visiting the Tampa
Parks and Recreation Department
website
at .
http: //www.tampagov.net/
dept parks and recreation.
For more information call
the City of Tampa Parks and
Recreation Department at
(813) 274-8023, or email infor:parkandrec@tampagov.n
. et.

HOME OF THE BUY I GO I FREE
813..443.8354

.2314 N. Dale Mabry Ave.

813..978.8090

· 2002 t Fletcher Avt.

. 813.239.2239

2901 E. Hillsborougtt Ave.
www.6ody2bodytafloos.~om

BengalsWR
Pleads To Charge

Cincinnati
Bengals
receiver Jerome
Simpson
could receive a
6o-day
jail
sentence after JEROME
P l e a d i n g SIMPSON
guilty · Thursday to a marijuana trafficking charge, further clouding
his future in the NFL.
A judge will decide next
month whether to accept the
prosecutors' recommendation or give him a more lenient sentence.
The four-year veteran is a
free agent after completing
his contract with the Bengals.
· His guilty plea could bring a
suspension from the league,
which would make him less
attractive on the free agent
market.

Eagles Place
Franchise Tau
On WR Jackson
DeSean .
Jackson is
closer to a big
payday.
T
h
e
Philadelphia ~-.JI-.tl
Eagles placed
DESEAN
the franchise JACKSON ·
tag on Jackson
on Thursday, assuring the
two-time Pro Bowl wide receiver at least $9-4 million
next season if he signs the
tender.
A 2008 seco~d-round pick
out of Cal, Jackson led
Philadelphia with 961 yards
receiving last seasort, and
was scheduled to become a
free agent on March 13.

Rav Rice Gets
Franchise Tau
From Ravens
Ray Rice
has been desthe
ignated
franchise
player of , the
Baltimore
Ravens, who RAY RICE
hope to buy
some
time
while negotiating a lengthy
deal for the two-time Pro
Bowl running back.
Rice's contract expired
· after a season in which he
amassed an NFL-best 2,068
yards from scrimmage and
helped the Ravens advance
to the AFC championship
game.
As a franchise running
back, Rice will earn $7.7M
in 2012._Baltimore, however,
intends to have him around a
lot longer.

Columbia D's McDaniels
leaving To Join Bucs Stan

New Buccaneers coach
Greg Schiano has lured yet
another would-be coordinator away_from the college
ranks and made him a part of
his Tampa . Bay coaching
staff. ·
Schiano has hired Columbia University offensive
coordinator
Ben
McDaniels, the brother of former Broncos head coach and

current Patriots offensive co- ·ordinator .Josh McDaniels,
as an offensive ·assistant.
The B_ucs still have not
confirmed the hiring, which
was announced Friday by
Columbia head coach and
former Bucs offensive line
coach Pete Mangurian.
McDaniels' role with the
Bucs is uncertain at this
time.

Tiger Closes Out Honda
With 621n Sundav Surge
Sparked by two eagles,
Tiger Woods closed with a
bogey-free, 8-under-par 62
Sunday to tie for second in
The Honda Classic at PGA
National Champion Course
in Palm Beach Gardens, Fla.
It marked his best score on
the PGA Tour since a third,round 62 at the BMW Championship in 2009.
"I've been hitting it like
this for a while, It all came
together," said Woods.
Making his first professionaJ start in the event, _
W o_o ds completed the tour-·
nament at 10-under 270, two
strokes behind winner Rory
Mcilroy. The 62 equaled his
best final-round score on the
PGA Tour. The only other
times he has shot lower were
when he posted 61 at the
1999 Byron Nelson Championship, the 2000 WGC-NEC

TIGER WOODS
Invitational and the 2005
Buick Open.

Ex--Bronco Acq_
uined
01 Sexual Assault
CASTLE ROCK, Colo·. -A
Colorado jury a<:quitted for- ·
mer Denver Broncos cornerback Perrish Cox of sexual
assault charges on Friday, a ·
verdict that was met with
disbelief by the alleged vic-~- ·
tim.
Cox was accused of sexually assaulting a woman at
his apartment in September
2010 after a night of partying. She became pregnant,
and prosecutors said DNA _
tests indicated Cox was the
father.
Cox hugged his attorney
after the verdict was read,
while the alleged victim let .
out an audible sigh and a cry.
As she was leaving the courtroom, she said, "Oh my God,
what's happening?';
Cox expressed appreciation for his attorney, Harvey Steinberg, and others
who supported him during

PERRISH COX
the trial.
Steinberg had disputed
the DNA test results and suggested they niay, have. been
contaminated. . During the
cross-examination of ·witnesses, he tried to .pairit a
picture of drunkenness and
of the alleged victim being
able to inte~;act with people
without remembering.

Sports

FirSI·ladV.Michelle
Obama Promotes Fitness
At Basketball Tournev

Rav Rice Gets
Franchise Tag
From Ravens

•AurY UNUMII ED .

RAY RICE

First Lady Michelle Ob~a, center, embraces members of
the Johnson C. Smith ladies' basketball team during a "Let's
Move!" physical fitness promotion between games at the CIAA
basketball tournament in Charlotte, N.C. on Friday, March 2,
2012.

CHARLOITE, NC - For
a few mintJ.tes Frid~y, First
La-dy Michelle Obama
turned the hardwood floor
at the Time Warher Arena
into an elementary school
gym.

Mrs. Obama was in
North Carolina for two ·
. Democratic Party events in
Raleigh and Charlotte.
But
before
those
fundraisers, she promoted
the "Let's Movef" fitness
· program with children from
two Charlotte elementary
schools. It took place after
the first women's basketball
game at the · Central
Intercollegiate AthletiC ·
Association basketball tour. nainent.
.
.
Mrs. Obama walked to · ·
·. midcourt and addressed the
crowd about her national
anti--obesity campaign. She
touted basketball as a w~y
to keep active.

"We need them to be the
_ next generation to handle
challenges," she said.
· She promi~ed she wouldn't talk long because "we're ·
going tobe moving around."
"There's ,no better way
than basketball to illustrate
the point (of slaying
healthy.) We are a basketball family and my husband
is a crazy fanatic about basketball," she said.
Mrs. Ol>ama and Sen.
Kay Hagan, D-N.C., then
took part as students from
two Charlotte elementary
schools competed in a relay.
After the students ran the
length of the court and
jumped rope, ·Mrs. Obama:
and Hagan tossedthem basketballs so they could take
shots. Afterward, Mrs.
Obama hugged some of the
children to cheers from the
crowd attending the conference tournament.

NFl To Keep looking
· Into Bounties
NEW YORK- The NFL's
investigation that found the
New Orleans Saints paid
bounties to players for
knoc_king opponents out of
games iS far from over.
League· spokesman Greg
Aiello said in an email the
NFL will be "addressing the
issues raised as part of our
responsibility to protect
player · safety and the
integrity of the game."
Those issues could
include previous seasons,
too.
Several players around
the league have said the
Saints and defensive coordi-

nator Gregg Williams
weren't the only ones with ·
such a system. Former
Redskins safety Matt
Bowen said Williams had
a similar bounty scheme
when
he
was
in
Washington.
Aiello said the league
would not comment on
other reports. He added that
the NFL will look at "any
relevant info regarding rules
being broken," saying that is
"standard procedure."
Lions defensive tackle
· Ndamukong Sub insisted
Sunday his team had no
bounty program.

BALTIMORE - Ray
Rice has been designated
· the franchise player of the
Baltimore Ravens, who
hope to buy some time ·
while negotiating a: lengthy ·
deal for the two-time Pro
Bowl running back.
Rice's contract expired
after a season in which he
amassed an NFL-best 2,068
yards from scrimmage and
helped the Ravens .advance
to the AFC championship
game . .
As a franchise running
back, Rice will earn $7.7
million in 2012. Baltimore,
however, intends to have
him around a lot longer. ·

Steelers cunina
lB James Farrior

JAMES FARRIOR

PITTSBURGH - The
Pittsburgh Steelers continued their offseason roster
· purge Friday, announcing
veteran linebacker James
Farrior and defensive end
Aaron Smith will be
released before the next
league year begins March
13.

Farrior and Smith
served as the backbone of a
defense that led the franchise to tWo Super Bowl
titles and three AFC championships over the last
decade, a period in which
the Steelers defense finished ranked in the top 10
in the league every season.
The duo join wide receiver Hines Ward and guard
Chris Kemoeatu, who
were told earlier this week
they also will be cut as the ·
team addresses salary cap
concerns and an aging roster, particularly on defense.
Nose tackle Chris Hoke
retired in January due to
lingering neck problems.
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This ~eek our spotlight feature .shineg:~C:in;'
none other than · Miss Desiree. · This yo·uf.19.·
lady enjoys modeling~ taking pictures,:- li$.: ·
tening to music, and ·just relaxing wiJh·.
friends. The type of man that mak~s ti~r
heart skip beats is one who . is tall; dark; ·
. handsome, humble, hard working; ·a-nd
knows how to treat a lady. Desiree believes :~
·that you will never know how far you ~will
get unless you try. She plans to pursue· a·
career in modeling. Congratulations to
Desiree·as this week's spotlight feature. ·,~,_:'·, .
If you're interested i,n being in the Beauty UniiJ!lited or
Spotlight, please send your information and photo,including a contact number to: lcrews@flsentlnel.com. ' ~-·
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Tranic Accident Claims
Life Of Motorcvclist

WILLIE LEE
SHEPHERD
January 10, 1949March 6, 1991 ·
It has been 2 .1 years since
God called you home. You are
forever in our hearts.
Wife, Olivia; danghter,
Frances; grandchildren, Olivia, .
D'Shea and K'Shawn; great
grandson, Jaden; and the
Baker, Davis and Morris families.

ABIRTHDAY
MEMORIAM TO,
OUR MOTHER

A 39-year-old St. Petersburg man died Sunday night
in a traffic accident. He was
traveling on Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr., Street,
South, when the accident occurred.
According to police, Frederick Love, of Pinellas Park,
was riding his 2008 motorcycle approaching the intersection of King Street and 26th
Avenue, South. A 1993 Toyota, driven by Othello Marshall Cheeks, II, 20,
attempted to make a left turn

on to 26th Avenue, South, and
turned into the path of the oncoming motorcycle.
The front of the motorcycle struck the right side of the
Toyota. Love, who was not
wearing a helmet, was ejected
onto the windshield of the car,
and then onto the roadway.
He died at Bayfront Medical Center about two hours
after · the accident. Cheeks
was not injured.
No charges have been filed
and the investigation is continuing.

Infant Drowns In
Swimming Pool Accident
SPRING HILL -- A 9month-old child died after
falling into a swimming pool
last week. The child gained access to the pool after an older
child left the door open, police
said.
According to the Hernando
County Sheriffs Office, the father, Tywane Williams
called 91-1 to get help around
11:30 a.m., Thursday. While

talking with the 9-1-1 dispatcher, Williams performed
CPR on the infant until medical personnel arrived.
The infant, identified as
Kobe, was transported to a
local hospital, where he was
pronounced dead.
No foul play is suspected
and the death appears to be an
accidental drowning, police
said.

State

New Bills Passed Bv
House on wav To Senate
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You were our rock, our
sounding board and our bridge
..J over troubled water.
-W
We adore you and oh how
miss you, but we will see you
i= we
again soon.
From, your loving children
w
and family.
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Last week, the Florida
House of Representatives
voted to ban welfare recipients from using from using
their debt cards at certain
venues to obtain cash. The
venues include strip clubs,
liquor stores, bars, and gambling establishments.
The bill passed in a 92-23
vote and it also bans welfare
recipients from using the
cards out of state.
· In other news, the House:

a:

0

..J
LL

Passed a bill that would
deny cash benefits and food
stamps to anyone convicted of
felony drug possession after
July 1st. The exception to the
rule is the person must complete a drug treatment program;
Charter schools will be required to put management information on their websites
under a new bill that cleared
the House. The bill will .also
allow colleges and universities
to sponsor charter schools;
Bill (HB 119) was approved by a 85-30 vote that
targets PIP fraud. The House
version of the bill will put
cap on attorney's fees and require those injured to go to a
hospital emergency room or
hospital-owned walk-in clinic
within seven days for treatment.
.
House bill (HB 1205)
passed with a party-line vote
of79-37. This bill will allow all
·state agencies to ra-ndomly
drug-test their employees.
State employees could be
randomly tested every three
months under the bills, but
the random sample can't be
more than 10 percent of the
agency's workforce.
All of the bill now go to the
State Senate. If they pass at
that level, they will go to the
governor's office for his signature.
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Mrs. Hattie Belle Pratt of
Tampa.

RAY WilliAMS
FUNERAl HOME
Mr.
Howard
Anderson,
Tampa.
Ms. Lola Hitchcock, Tampa.
Mrs. Donna Miller, Tampa.
Pastor Roland Oliver,
Palmetto, FL.
Ms. Cheryle Sherrod, Tanipa.

WilSON FUNERAl HOME
Mr. Pearl Drew, Tampa.
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President Obama Raises
$5 Million In 1Hours
In New York Citv

U. S. President Barack
Obama waves to supporters
after speaking at a campaign
fundraiser in New York City,
March 1, 2012.

President
Barack
Obama was in New York on
Thursday evening on a whirlwind fundraising tour. In a
mere seven hours, the leader of
the free world was able to
amass $5 million in campaign
contributions garnered from
Gotham's well-heeled citizens.
The headlining event of the
night was a $35,000 per plate
fete held at ABC Kitchen, an

organic restaurant on E. 18th
street, hosted by celebrity chef
and hot spot co-owner J~an
Georges Vongerichten.
After pa)ring a premium to
dine with the president, Democratic party patrons joined the
Commander-in-Chief at the
nearby ABC Carpet & Home
furnishings emporium. There,
the stylish crowd jammed with
the president to live .tunes
served up by The Roots and
Ben Folds.
The other three fundraisers
included a reception held at "a
Manhattan penthouse."
Pres. Obama is familiar
with the deep pockets and effusive support available to him
·and the Democratic National
Committee via the Big Apple.
In March 2011, he attended ·
a dinne~;: at popular Harlem
restaurant Red Rooster that
pulled in an astounding $1.5
million through a "$3o,8oo-a.:
plate soiree."
·

Demonstrators Call Rick
Santorum 'Racist'
OKLAHOMA CITY- About 20 liberal demonstrators tried to
shout down Rick Santorum while he delivered his stump speech
on the steps of the state capitol building Sunday, yelling "racist" and ·
"fascist" at the Republican presidential candidate.
The anti-Santorum faction began chanting "Get your hate out
of our state" :when the candidate stmed his address. Standing before a microphone at the top of the steps, Santorum ignored them
and continued speaking.
The demonstration lasted about 15 minutes.

limbaugh Apologizes
WASHINGTON -- Radio
host Rush Limbaugh has ·
apologized to a Georgetown
University law student for
. calling her insulting names.
He had come under intense
criticism from womens'
groups, politicians from both
political parties and some of
the advertisers on his talk
show.
Limbaugh said Saturday
on his website that he had
chosen the wrong words in his
comments about law student
Sandra Fluke. He said he
"did not intend a personal attack" on her.
Limbaugh had called her
a "prostitute" and a "slut"
after she testified before Congress about a need for insurance coverage for birth
control.
7th Advertiser Pulls Out
Of Limbaugh's Show
A flower company is the
seventh advertiser to pull its
ads from conservative talk
show host Rush Lim-baugh's radio program in reaction to . his derogatory
comments about a law student who testified about birth
control policy.

ProFlowers said Sunday on
its Facebook page that it has
suspended advertising on
Limbaugh's prograrp. because his comments about
Georgetown University student Sandra Fluke "went
beyond political discourse to a
personal attack and do not reflect our values as a company."
The six ·other advertisers
that say they have pulled ads
from his show are mortgage
lender Quicken Loans, mattress retailers Sleep Train and
Sleep Number, software
maker Citrix systems Inc., online data backup servic.e
provider Carbonite and online
legal document services company LegalZoom. ·

Crime

Man Faces Anempted Murder
In West Tampa Shootings
One of the three men shot
during an altercation last
week has been charged. He
was booked into . the
Hillsborough County Jail on
Friday.
The shooting took place at
~534 W. Palmetto Street,
Wednesday evening. The
-victims in the shooting were
identified as . German_
Clausell Martinez, ·38,
Arthur Miller, 17, and 18year-old
Shawn
Creszenzi.
Aceording to police, the
three men became engaged
in a verbal dispute. The .
argument escalated into a

GERMAN CLAUSELL
MARTINEZ
... Facing two counts
of attempted
. first-degree murder

physical confrontation and
Martinez is alleged to have ·
pulled a handgun from his
pants.
·
He allegedly shot both
Miller and Creszenzi.
However, Creszenzi was
able to remove a firearm .
from his own pants and
shoot Martinez. All three
were transported to local
hospitals in stable condition, police said.
Martinez was charged
with two counts of attempted firshdegree murder and
being a felon in possession
of a firearm. He is being
held without bond.

Man Convicted .01
seninu Wile Alire Gets .
lite Sentence · ·

A Tampa man wh(> threw
gasoline on his estranged wife
and set her afire was ordered
to spend the remainder of his
life in 'jail: .
Christopher Hanney,
46, who was convicted last
month, was also sentenced to
30 years in prison on an
arson charge and 30 years for
aggravated battery with great
bodily harrri. The sentenceswill run concurrently.
CHRISTOPHER HANNEY
Hanney and his wife,
... ~l$ Life S~ntence
Ms. Audrey Mabry, 29,
were in the process of divorce
in November 2009 . .
father and Ms. Mabry also
When slil 'stopped by
read letter froni her mother.
their Apollo Beach home on ·
Citing .Han~ey's extenNovember 17th, Hanney
sive . background in law
forced her into the garage,_ hit
enforcement in New York, the
her with a hammer, and
defense attorney asked the
threw gasoline on her. He
judge to sentence Hanney to
ignited the gasoline by throwthe minimum of the guide. ·ing a candle setting her afire . . lines. "Take into considera.,.
Ms. Mabey was burned over
tion the life he has led," ~he
8o% of her body. After sever- · stated . .
al surgei:-ies, Ms. Mabry is
Hillsbor.ough · ·Circuit
recovering.
,
Judge· Emmett B~ttles
She attended the trial and . imposed the· J;naXiril_uni senlife if someone is injured or
the sentencing hearirig a~d
tenc.e on Hanney.- bu'ii:Qg
addressed the court. Ms • · ·the 'sent~nciri.g, · ~_:;r~dge,
killed during the commis.:
Mabry said, "I· ask that the
Battles said;_"I am~struck. by
sion of certain felonies.
court,
your
honor,
not
show
something-else,
the b'arb-{iriiy
Montanez' defense team
mercy on his . earthly life
of these ·crl.nies; the ·. Viciousplans to appeal the verdict;
· because he did not show
ness, as c~el aScthis cohrehas
·witflessed."
' ,, -_ :"";, - ' ·
mercy on mine."
The Shooting
After· the ·--;~entencing,
,During the sentencing
hearing, prosecutors read a
Hanney asked his ex-wife
him ·.· ... · · '_ ::--.
letter
from :Ms·.·Mabry's £oruive
The shooting happened on ·
o· "'-'
.. -. , . January 8, 2006. Glen
Rich was preparing to get
into his vehicle and leave
the Sugar Shack on East
Hillsborough Avenue. When_.
813-247-1033
Rich went to where h~s
- Or
vehicle had been parked, he
813-~104
discovered that it was gone.
'Rich learned that
Montanez, owner of PPCI
Inc. Towing Company,
11709 N . 12th St .', had
already towed his vehicle to
ano~her
location
on·
Bonacker Drive. When Rich
arrived at the location, he
and Montanez became
- engaged in an argument .
Rich got into his vehicle
·
·and Montanez shot
through the passenger seat,
striking Rich once in the
chest. Rich was transported
to St. Joseph's Hospital,
.where he later died .
Montanez claimed Rich
attempted to run him over
and he shot in self-defense.
However, poliCe arreste_d
Montanez on February 3,
2006, and charged him with
second degr-ee murder; four ·
counts of aggravated assault
with a deadly weapon; and .
shooting within or into a
vehicle. He was also charged
with manslaughter, and two
1
TIIDPI
..
.counts of improper exhibition of a dangerous weapon.
@
~
He was released from jail on
Tr'( •••·~: ' ; ,,, 'I "-;1 "''i: '"'''."::: ·:·:r~•.·:;,'C :
'.
,'" .~
. '····•
E~:.::c : .. :-;·;¥ ,-:.~
· :<~ .:: ::~~ · ...
--.~ · ·, ".'
· ·
· -:¥· _ •.
a $10o,ooo bond.
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Jurv Convicts Tow Truck Owner OfMurde·r ln.Death Of Tampa·Man
BY IRIS B. HOLTON
. Sentinel City Editor
· After deliberatin.'g for
nearly twelve ·hours, a jury ·
· convicted a Tampa ·man of
murder and several o~her
charges. The jurors were not
· convin,ced that Donald' ···
. Monta'nez a~ted i~ s~lf:. .
d'e fense when he shot and
_k illed 3o ~year~ old Glen ·
Rich.
·
A s.erie~ .of motions
delayed H~.e 'ti:!ai for six
years . .....A( " o-Jie ·· point,
Monta:n_ez ·attempted to
u~e tlie~4ewly'passed,."Stand
Yo-ur r,_~:. -<iro:und
.,. Law:"
,.
However, in May 2·oo9, .
Hill~l)oro~g4 'c ircuit Judge .
Roberl :~:Foster' ruled the
Jaw di,diit apply to tlJ.e case.
Wil!lesses to tlie shooting,
ind;udirig . tw~ of Rich's
brothers, testified that
Montan~z pointed the gun
. at several people prio~ to the
shooting.
_
The six-member jury
began deliberations on
Wednesday afte'rnoon. They
were excused ;md continued
. and reached a verdict late
Thursday afternoon.
In addition to the thirddegree
murder
and
manslaughter charges, the
jury convicted Montanez
of two counts of aggravated
assault, two counts of
improper exhibition of a
~

o

DONALD MONTANEZ.
.... Convicted o(
Mansla~ghter

firearm, and shooting at or
Within a vehicle.
During the trial, Assistant ·.
State Attorney · Jay
Pruner emphasized that
Montanez had no legal ·
right to tow Rich's car. The ·
jurors agreed.
Mark Cox, spo}.<esman
for the Hillsborough County ·
State Attorney's Office said
because Montanez had no ·
legal authority to tow the
car, the murder falls under
·the 10-20-life law. Cox said
he can't be sentenced on the
third-degree murder and
manslaughter charges, but
attorneys will review the
case and make a decision
about
which
charge
Montanez will be sen- .
tenced under.
The la:W mandates a mini.:
mum sentence of ~s. years to

UNCLE SANDY

1461

.. ~The elders always warn, 1, 17, 22, if you act in
haste, 24, 30, 38, you may have to repent in leisure
40, 45, 57·

Park P.azil -

Nebraska.Ave. &:.Scaa.St.-. ·, .
- . . 1.
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~ Gang Gets More Than 100 Years
~
In Prison For Robberies

· DAISY LOUISE THOMAS
Sentenced to 17

years in prison
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Five Tampa residents
were given sentences that
ranged from 17 years to 32
years in federal prison. They
were convicted of a string of
armed robberies that
spanned four counties. ·
Judge
Virginia
Covington sentenced
Daisy Louise Thomas,
32, to 17 years in prison. She
was convicted during a jury
trial on November 17, 2011.
Antoine Markeist
Harris, 21, was sentenced
to 19 years and 7 months in
fd
.
.
e era l pnson.
Antonio
..
Cortez Harris, Jr., 22,
Rykeith Andre Levatte,
25, and Alden Bernard
Le~s, were each sentenced
to 32 years in prison. They
all entered a guilty plea on
November 1, 2011.
All five were also sentenced to a five-year term of
supervised release after they
complete their prison sentences.
According to court documents, on May 11, 2010, the
All About You Hair Salon in
New Porf Richey was
robbed. Evidence presented
at trial connected Ms.
Thomas,
Rykeith
Levatte, and another per-
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ANTONIO HARRIS, JR.

ANTOINE HARRIS

Sentenced to 32
years in prison

Sentenced to 19 years,
7 months in prison

.1

RYKEITH LEVATIE

ALDEN LEWIS

Sentenced to 32
years in prison

Sentenced to 32
years in prison

son to that robbery.
The suspects reportedly
wore disguises and brandished firearms.
On May 24, 2010,

place at another 7-Eleven
Store, and a Circle K in
Tampa; a Hess Station and a
7-Eleven Sto-r e in New Port
Richey; a 7-Eleven Store in
·Lakeland; and a Mobil Gas
Station in Land 0' Lakes.
The Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco, Firearms, and
Explosives, Tampa Pqlice
Department, Hillsborough
County Sheriff's Office,
Pasco County Sheriff's
Office, Lakeland Police
Department, New Port
Richey Police Department,
Pinellas
Park
Police
Department, and the Florida
Department
of
Law
Enforcement were involved
in the investigation.

Levatte,Le~s,andanoth

er suspect entered King's
Grocery in Tampa, wearing
disguises and demanding
money. Ms. Thomas was
the getaway driver.
The string of robberies
continued on May 25, 2010.
The four men entereda ?Eleven Store in Pinellas Park
and robbed it at gunpoint.
The following day, the four
men hit another 7-Eleven
Store in Gibsonton and
robbed it at gunpoint as well.
Other robberies took

c(
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Middle School
Locked Down After
Student Arrested

A Tampa middle school was
placed on lockdown Friday
after a student was arrested
for having a BB gun on campus. A second lockdown took
place after it was reported
that other weapons may have
been on the campus.
According to Stephen
Hegarty, spokesperson for
the Hillsborough County
School District, the first lockdown at Van Buren Middle
School took place between 9
a.m. and 9:30 a.m., after a tip
revealed that a student had a
CIO
...- gun.
W
Hegarty said police were
~ given the name of the student

and discovered that he had a
B.B. gun. It resembled a -45
caliber handgun.
Hegarty said Tampa
Police arrested the unidentified male student. "Even
though it was a B.B. gun, we
take these things very seriously and it is still a serious
issue."
He said the second lockdown came about after that
arrest.
Rumors began circulating
that other students may have
weapons as well. Officials
locked down th e campus
again around noon, but no
other weapons were located.

OHicer Shoots,
Kills Dog
ST. PETERSBURG -- A St.
Petersburg Police officer shot
and killed a dog while
responding to a call. The dog
died Thursday evening.
According to police,
Officer Jeremy Hayes was
responding to a disturbance
call when the dog charged at
him. Officer liayes shot the
· pit bull three times and it
died on the sidewalk.
Officer Hayes will remain
on duty during the investigation.

Middle School Teacher
suspended After Arrest

A Hillsborough County
classroom teacher has been
suspended without pay. The
suspension took place after
. she was arrested.
Ms. Marie Connelly~
36, a teacher at Jennings
Middle School, was arr~sted
on January 24th, and
charged with aggravated
battery with a deadly
weapon. She was released
from jail on her own recognizance.
Accqrding to a spokesman
for the Hillsbqrough County
Sheriff's Office, Ms.
Connelly became engaged
in a domestic dispute with
her husband. At some point
during the argument, she
allegedly struck the victim
with a metal brush, causing
minor injuries.
Ms. Connelly was hired
in 2006 and taught mathematics at Jennings Middle
School.
Steve Hegarty, spokes-

MARIE CONNELLY

... Charged with aggravated
battery with a deadly weapon
man for the Hillsborough
County Scpool District.stated that the suspension without pay is normaLprocedure.
·
Once the criminal charges
are resolved and if Ms.
Connelly is not convicted,
she has the option to seek ·
reinstatement or to resign at
any time, Hegarty said.

Teacher Accused_
01 Having Sex
With 12-Year-Oid
Released On Bond
A Hillsborough County
classroom teacher accused of
having sex with a boy she
was tutoring, was released
on a $50,000 bond. She was
also given instructions to
have no further contact with
the victim.
Hillsborough Circuit
Judge Walter Heinrich
instructed Ethel Anderson
to never see the people
again. She was arrested at
her residence and charged .
with three counts of lewd
battery and 2 counts of lewd
or lascivious molestation.
According
to
a
spokesperson for the
Hillsborough
County
Sheriffs Office, the victim's
mother contacted police and
said she believed her 12:year-old son was having a
sexual relationship with a
woman.
The woman was 2g-yearold Ethel Anderson, a
Hillsborough County teacher
at Mango Elementary
School.
Police said the family
knows Ms. Anderson and
that the victim was not one
of her students. ·
The sexual relationship
began in December and continued through February
2012. Ms. Anderson is

ETHEL ANDERSON

... Released on $so,ooo ,
bond .
alleged to have willingly and ·
knowingly engaged the child
in oral sex and inappropriate
touching while at her residence.
Ac~ording to Steve
Hegarty, a spokesperson
for the Hillsborough County
School District, Ms•
Anderson has been placed
on paid leave. The school
board members will vote to
suspend her without pay at
the next board meeting.
She was. hired bY'the~--:.
trict in 2006 and was named
'Diversity Educator of the
Year' in 2011. ·
, ..
Hegarty further stated
that Ms. Anderson bas
been assigned to Mango
Elementary School since
being hired full time.

~--------------,~
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.
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Hairstylist Wanted

INVITATION TO BID

HOMES FOR RENT

11

II

APTS. FOR RENT

3 Bedroom Home·

Hair Salon

$800.00/Monthly

221 o E. Hillsborough Ave.

Section 8 Accepted

Call (813) 234-3399

(813) 386-8049
_LeasingTampaBay.com

Sealed bids are invited for the following:

11

For Rent •

2307 North 54th Street

At Shampoo Me .

The TAMPA SPORTS AUTHORITY hereby issues Public Notice
of its intention to receive sealed bids at ·the office of the Authority,
located at 4201 North Dale Mabry Highway, Tampa, Florida, at
which time bids will be opened and publicly read aloud ..

II

. 2 Bedroom/1 Bath
Apartment ·
$500.00 Per Month
Section 8 Accepted
Call (813) 562-3013

Cutting It Low
BID #12-05

~
i:t
u.

c

PEST CONTROL SERVICE, RAYMOND JAMES STADIUM

MANDATORY PRE-BID CONFERENCE DATE/TIME/LOCATION:
.TUESDAY, MARCH 13,2012 @, 10:00AM
AT
THE TAMPA SPORTS AUTHORITY OFFICE .
<C .
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Bid packages will be available for distribution and pickup
at the · Tampa Sports Authority office after 10:00 am on
Monday, February 27, 2012 or online at www.tampasportsauthority.com. Further details and specifications may be
obtained from the office of the Tampa Sports Authority by calling
(813) 350-6500 Extension 6511 .
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For Salon With

CHA, WDH, Fenced Yard

Stable Clientele

Available
Call (813) 770-2003
(813) 735-5295
(813) 713-4055

1 Bedroom Apartments
$1 00.00/Deposit
Starting At $375.00
TradeMark Group
(813) 221-4457
. $99.00 Move-In Special

II

FOR RENT

Section 8 Welcome ·

II

Fenced Yard

Cinna~on Cov~ · ·

· $600.00/Deposit

Call (813) 293-8431

Pool, Tennis
Ideal For Single Parent .

Seminole Heights .
113 West Violet Street

And Child
Wont Last!!

4 Bedroom/3 Bath

(813) 960-8490

Only $1295.00/Monthly
·+Utilities

II

HOMES FOR RENT

Call (813)

0

~~~~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~FO~R~REN~T~
. ==;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~II

Busch Gardens
And 40th Area

USFArea
14456 Reuter Strasse Cir.
#714

Condo - Pond View

Erick 813-376-8787

TMLEASES.Com
813-221-4457

Near Busch
3417 Lindell Street
·1 Bedroom/1 Bath

2/2.5 Condo
Only $850.00/Monthly
Includes Water
Available Now
Section 8 OK

Move In Specials!
Sulphur Springs Area

$600.00/Monthly
Gated Community
Swimming Pool, Laundry
Water And Sewer Included
(813) 390-4169

3 Bedroom/2 Bath
Includes Laundry Room
Central AIC, WDH
$950.00/Monthly .
Plus Deposit ·
ca11 (917) 604-8285
(718) 669-2704

1 Block Away From River .
3 Bedroom/2 Bath
W/D Area
Totally Remodeled
$850.00/Monthly
'Plus Deposit

2 Bedroom/1 Bath
Apartment
Totally Remodeled
Washer/[)ryer Hook-up
$600.00/Monthly .
Plus Deposit
ca11

<at3) 691-3101.

Call (813) 601-3101
Very,_Very Quite
14936 Pinecrest Road
2 Bedroom/1 Bath · ·

Bright And Clean ·
,100% ....Remodeled
.
·. · . ··
Beautiful Layout ·:-. .·
.
.
.
.
2 Bedroom Apartments··
$675 Moves You ln_l · ·
~

Home
Central Heat/Air
$750.00/Monthly

1701 Julian Lane Drive
Clair Mel

Section 8 Accepted

4/2 Central AIC

(813) 386~8()45

Washer Dryer Hook-Up

LeasingTa~paBay.co~

. . 813~221-2120
: ......·. .
.

.

.· - ria!< ~arderis .

Refrigerator, Range
Rent:$ 1250.00
Deposit:$ 500.00
Section 8 Welcome
Harold- 813-293-26n

••The

Voi<:C"~

of

\,., .

11717 North 14th StreeL
(14th Street And -Fowl.~r)-. ·

Tile-Floors, Fenced Yard

Contact LaVora
Fax To: (813)
8
or Email: ledwards@flsentinel.com

,,

813-915-9787 -

Section 8 OK

No Deposits! FREE Rent

..

1, 2 & _3 Bedroom ·
Apartments
WDH - 0 Deposit
No Application Fee
Section 8 WeJcome ·

Available 3/1/12

II

'~

Temple Terrace Area
Angie's Apartments

· Erick 813-376-8787

i:t

971~5254

· ~ Nor:th Tampa·.And .

Townhouse

/ss/ Jeanette Baker
Director of Finance & Administration
TAMPA SPORTS AUTHORITY

Apartments ·

Section 8 Accepted

2 Bedroom/2 Bath

Dated at Tampa; Florida this 20th Day of February 2012.

Se Habla Espanol .

$725.00/Monthly ·

Charming - Spacious

The TAMPA SPORTS AUTHORITY reserves the right to reject
any and ali bids, to waive irregularities, if any, and accept the bid,
which in the judgment of the Authority, is determined to be in its
best interest.

~

2 Bedroom/1 Bath .
_WDH ; CHA

Fletcher/Rome

-I

w

3 Bedroom,s/1 Bath

2007 Okaloosa Street

:::)

m

Barbers Wanted

60/Parsons
Brandon Area
Call (813) 217-2462

BIP OPENING DATE/TIME/LOCATION:
TUESDAY, MARCH 27,2012@ 10:00AM
AT THE TAMPA SPORTS AUTHORITY OFFICE

55+ Community

. Section 8 Only

Experienced, Licensed

Speaking f o r Irse·i f...

,
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DUPLEXES

II

II II ROOMS FOR RENT II (I

I( (I

EFFICIENCY

BUS TOUR

II II

JUNK CARS

0

II
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8614 N. Alaska Street #A

Available Room For Rent

3610 N. 55th Street #A

In Ybor Heights At:

2/1 - Nice Area
Water/Yard Service Included
Rent $700.00

1000 East 26th Avenue

Robert (813) 381-Q062
9814 North 11th Street Unit A
2 Bedroom/1 Bath
~

$500.00/Monthly
Section 8 Accepted
(813) 386-8044
LeasingTampaBay.com
Section 8 Only
0 Deposit
$1 00.00 Move-In Special

1 Bedroom Efficiency
Cathedral Ceilings
Bay Windows
Nicely Furnished
TV, Utilities Included
Weekly-Bi-Weekly-Monthly
Must See To Believe

Please Call (813) 494-3343

Furnished Rooms For Rent
Males Preferred
Cable, Central Heat
Strictly No Drug Activity
Allowed
Must Be Employed

Receive $30.00
Free Play And
$5.00 Food Voucher
$35.00 pp

CALL J.R.

And Trucks

Rooms For Rent
$1 00.00/Weekly

SHARE HOME

II

II

We Buy Junk Cars,
Trucks And Vans

$350.00 Cash Minimum
For Most Cars

Central Heat.And Air

That Offers Private Room

Carpet, Free Cable

Free Towing 24/7 .

Affordable Carpet Cleaning

Call (813) 403-0800

Deep Scrub
$55.00 Flat Rate

I Buy Junk Cars

Utilities Included

Free Pick Up Of

Cable, Exercise Space Internet,

Old Appliances And Metal

~
en

Call Eric (813) 764-3968

z
:::J

ASAP (813) 484-6757

Meals Available
For Mature Active
62 Or Older Preferred

II

DNA TESTING

II

-

CASH

Rooms For Rent

Small Pets And Section 8 OK

Newly Remodeled

Paternity Test

For Cars, Trucks And Vans

Deposit Required

Full Kitchen, Furnished

We Come To You!

Free Hauling

Results In 3 Days

Lost Title OK

Call (813) 340-3085

11 AIR CONDITIONING II

Legal Or Personal Testing

Weekly + Deposit

Call (813) 626-5733
Or (813) 924-6255 ·
God Bless

Payment Plans
2707 27th Street #A
Large 1 Bedroom Duplex
Great Area, A/C, All Appliances
Washer Hook-Up
Ready To Move In
$425.00/Monthly
Information At Location

Tarpley's A/C

Call (813) 476-8748

24-Hour Service
Monday - Saturday

Sales & Service
Gann & Gann Rentals
806 Floribraska Avenue
Rooms For Rent

New & Used

DLM-DNA Testing Services
(813) 928-2753
www.dlmservicesusa.com
Now Servicing Nationwide
1-888-651-5777

Financing Available
Call (813) 238-7884

$305.00/Monthly

Lie #1815130

Plus Deposit

We Buy Unwanted Vehicles
With Or Without Title
Any Condition

2 Bedroomfl·Bath Duplex
CHA, WDH
$650.00/Rent
Plus Deposit
Section 8 Welcome
Call (813) 263-8110
Move-In Special
Tampa Heights
New 4-Piex

Busch Gardens Area
Plant City - Fair Grounds
Furnished, CHA
W/D, Cable
All Utilities Paid .
Next To Bus Lines
Quiet Neighborhood

2 Or 3 Bedroom/1 Bath

$120.00/Weekly

Central Heat & Air

Private Entrance

APPLIANCE
REPAIRS

II

HAULING

AIC & Appliance Repair

All Junk Removal

Ice Makers, Refrigeration ,

Furniture, Tree Debris

Stove, Washers & Dryers

Construction , Garbage

II

Call Prince
(813) 695-4343
Fast Friendly Service
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We Pay Up To $20,000.00

en
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Call Omar (813) 516-0847

)>

We Pay "TOP" $CASH$

.,

z

0

Up To $1,500.00
For Cars, Trucks

:c
0

~

Vans, Motorcycles
Running Or Not

Or Anything Else
All Work Guaranteed

m

Make Or Model
And Offer Free Towing

Call (813) 229-8696
(813) 373-2515
(813) 949-8997

:2

m

Background Check
Hwy 50 & MLK

r-

0

$550.00 - $675.00/Monthly

$80.00-$1 00.00

.,

Up To $500.00 & Up

Tampa Rentals
West Tampa

Trucks And Vans

Ca$h

Large Backyard, Nice Area

Call (813) 361-6227

1\)

Junk Cars

II CARPET CLEANING II

Keep Some Of Your Money
An Alternative
To Assisted Living
www.encorecares.com
(813) 655-9217
Share My Beautiful Home

Call (813) 789-3879

1\)

(813) 966-3501

Call (813) 965-5931

5619 East Chelsea

sn
0
....

Call (813) 784-8339

$75.00/Deposit

1 And 2 Bedroom Duplexes

We Buy Junk Cars

(813) 389-0852
(813) 374-0147
To Register

(813) 789-3574

3 Bedroom - CHA, WDH

-

1 DayTripTo
Immokalee Casino

0
:::r::

With Or Without Title

No Job Too Big Or Small

24/7

Fast And Reasonable

(813) 695-2438

(813) 285-4674

Extremely Nice
Section 8 Accepted

(813) 478-1286

Call (813) 4n-n34
Busch Gardens Area

'

II BEDS FOR SALE II

Large $125.00

II ROOMS FOR RENT II
"4

·-

East Osborne Ave. Area
Ideal For Fixed Income
Furnished, Clean, Private
Utilities, A/C, WID,
Security System
Call (813) 789-3574

Weekly Plus Deposit

Bunk Beds

$200.00

Must Be Employed Or

Twin

$60.00

Receiving Benefits

Full

$65.00

Queen

$75.00

Older Person Preferred

No Drugs Or Smokers
Furnished
(813) 466-5003
(727) 709-2789

King

-Edition -Thursday @12:00 P.M.
Friday Edition - Monday @12:00 P.M.
.1 .

Beds

Small $115.00

BLICATION DEADLINES

$100.0~

& Up

Call (813) 310-0991

•1

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT RATE
$10.00 • 1-20 Words And 60e For Each
Additional Word Over 20

This Price Is Each Time You Publish Your Ad
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RENTAL HALL

I II SELL YOUR HOME I ·
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WE BUY HOUSES
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Church/Office Space
For Rent
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Banquet Hall Available

DON'T LET THOSE
OTHER GUYS STEAL
YOUR HOUSE!

For Kids Birthday f?arties
804 East Floribraska
$400.00/Monthly
1 Large Room
Partial ly Furnished

Ages 1 -:- 10

Removes Stress, Negativity,

Cash In 3 Days
For Your House

Call Now For
Special Rates
(813) 389-0852
(813) 374-0147

In Your Life Today!

See Our Ad In The
Call Now For Answers

Florida Sentinel.

To All Questions
www.rehabberssuperstore.com
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817-797-4555

65

We Pay Top Dollar For Cars
All 'c ore Auto Parts:
Batteries, Radiators,
Transmission , Etc.
All Appliances And
Scrap Metals

Micros Long Hair

$85

Kinky Twists

$65

Box Plaits

$40

Sew-In Weaves
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MORTGAGE

Spiritualist- Healer Advisor

Spiritual Cleansing

True Woman Of God

Removes Bad Luck

www. rehabberssuperstore.com
813.675.7040

$45

Legitimate

Business

Before You Sell Your

House To Some Scrupulous
Person Make Sure They Can
Offer

You

The

Same

Credentials.
Some Investors Make False

Marriage, Business

Restores Lost Nature

Sister Maya Can Remove

Advise On Love/Marriage

Claims That They Have The
Money To Buy Your House But

Bad Luck, Evil Spirits

Health And Business

(813) 379-1151
7512 N. Armenia Avenue

Special Readings $5.00

Really Do Not.
I Also Encourage You To Consult

Beauty Salon

Phone (813) 506-9239

With

Your

Selling

Attorney

Before

Me Your House Qr

Anyone Else.
Relationship

We Value Our
With

The

Community And Appreciate The
Continued Support Over The

CoaCh ..
Psychic Consultant

Booth Rental Only

Years. I've Helped Hundreds Of

Lauren

People Get Cash Fast For Their
House Since August, 2000. I'm
Here To Help You And Will Not

$40.00 - Relaxer And Go

Don't let Negative Energy Or
Evil Influence Control Your Life...
Leam How To Balance !t. ·
Specialized Spiritual Cleansing,
She Can Give You True Advice
On love, Marriage, Business,
Health And Personal Problems.
Call Now For An Appointment

$80.00 - Weave And Go

407'-37'5•9633

Call Mrs. B
(813) 965-0020

Dominican Hairstylist
$20.00 - Blow And Go

Let You Down.
Call Me For A Free
-

Consultation:
Kenny Rushing, President
Rehabber's Superstore, Inc.
813 675 7040 Ext. 11

(813) 481-9765

PRODUCTS
FOR SALE
Watkins Products

Call Today To Buy/Sell
(813) 373-5604

For Natural Braids
And Extensions
Call Arleah (813) 846-6313

I

TAX SERVICES

II REAL ESTATE I

Senegalese Twist
Relaxers, Cut-N-Color

$85.00

Financial Planning Services

$100.00

(813) 333-6773
(813) 391-5517

$60.00

Professional CPA

Rental Business
Must Have Fair Credit
Must Have Cash To Close
Serious Inquiries Only

w

Please Call Kenny Rush ing

,if

813.675.7040

Works Directly With
The IRS Year Round

(813) 322-4333
Or (813) 30Q-0404
Mic helle Stylist
Braids By Serina
813-458-0441

Rehab For Profit
- Build With Equity

~II:>....,E:: ~""T.~E:: -==--~

Tax Accounting &
Sew-In

Learn .How To Create Wealth
Investing In Real Estate

- Build A Positive Cash Flow

I
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Simplex Investment LLC

Expressions Hair Studio

Eyelash Extension
& Eyebrow Arch
$25.00

(!J

A

Owner.

Call Shelia Today

Red And White Liniments,
Vitamins, Ointments, Salves,
Various Gourmet Spices,
And More!

C\1
N

2. References: Phone Numbers
Of People I've Bought Houses

Evil Spells

Can Help You On Love,_

(813) 621 -2820
We Buy Foreclosure Homes
Cash In 3 Days
See Our Ad In The
Florida Sentinel.

..J

u..

Palm, Card Reader

Licensed Hair Stylists

(/)

~

1907 East Fletcher

Is Looking For

DON'T LET THOSE
OTHER GUYS STEAL
YOUR HOUSE!

i=

a:
0

Sister Grace

3402 North 34th Street

I

House.

Am

Call For Appointment
(813) 567-1429

....

1. Proof Of Funds: Proving
Have The Cash To Buy Your

Occupational License: That I

II SPIRITUALIST I

Micros Short Hair

Provide You With:

From Recently:

I

SALONS

Need Money?

Call (813) 770-7188
We Pick Up

Before I Buy Your House I Can

Peace, Happiness Back

(813) 675-7040

M E TAL

For Your House

Obstacles. Resto re Love,

Or Baby Showers

Call (813) 229-8696
(813) 373-251 5
Or (813) 949-8997

I Pay Gash In 3 Days

Psychic Adviser

Senegalese Twists
$120.00
Micros

All Individuals And Businesses
Are Valued Customers

II

TRAINING

I

Private Professional
Drum Instruction

$125.00

Kinky Twist

$80.00

Bobs

$75.00

Sew-Ins

$65.00

Cornrows

$45.00

All Levels Including
Reading And Drum Set
Call (813) 248-2600
Now For Location
And Time
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Arrested and Concerned
About Your Legal Rights?
Call Tanya Dugree

(813) 418-5253
Payment Plans Available
With NO CREDIT CHECK
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(813) 248-1921
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FIRESTORM ENTERTAINMENT

JJ

TAMPA BAY'S HOTTEST OF THE HOT DJS

Place Your Ad
In The Business
Directory

Now booking for:

· Weddings • Family Reunions
Graduations • Birthdays
WWW.FIRESTORMENT.NEJ
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Contact
LaVora@

813-400-3548
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ROOF REPiiiRS • LEAK REPAIRS
• ROOF COAnNG

WE DO IT ALL! .

can the lealc ,.,., , _ t.our
fiK JHr FREE ESTIIIATE

813-238-61.97
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VISIT US ONLINE

. FLSENTINEL. COM
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WHIDDEN LAW. P. L.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
SERVING TAMPA. I lORIDA

Bond Motions
P roba Uon Vlolattons

~::J?.::s

Criminal Defense &
Pet·sonal Injury

llomiclde/Vlolent Crbne
(813)
Sex Offenses

DUVBUI

ft!r'

272 - 2200

Auto Accidents
Moton:ycle Acddents
Boatlng Accldents
Wrongful Death CJailils

·

402 East 7th Avenue, Tampa, FL 33602

Free In!ommtion Con=ning Qualifications & Experience Available Upon Request The Hiring Of
An Attorney Is An Important Decision Thai Snwld Not Be Based Solely Upoo Advcrtisemcnls. :Sefare You
Decide, ~ Us To Send You Free Written Infarmation.

*

by Michi9an State University

* All Job-Related Injuries
* Change Treating Physicians
* Collect Back Pay
* Hostile Work Environment

.

*W.C./ Race Discrimination
FREE CONSULTATION!

{Except FoJ Pure Title VII c-)

220 E. Madison Street • Suite 1207, Tampa, Fl33602

Visit Us On·Rne At www.FORDLAWFIRM.ORG (Former U.S./(rmy JACC Attornay)
'4'01'\ ~~ti.frtm~ts. s.:fore)'OU drtdde. t1ic. UllO
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''CALL Rl
''ASK RICKY''
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Free lniti.al Consultation

.·(813) 350-7923

Injured? Need a Doctor? LaV'{yer?

'Jbehirin' ofan - i u n impoltJnldocmon ~bot shooldJ>Ot be
bas<d JOicly upon ldvmistm-.Ber...,yoo decide. ask"' to"""
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· All Federal Crimes
Felonies & Misdemeanors
DUI & Traffic Cases
Violations of Probation
_;Bond & ROR Motions
Domestic Violence
DV Injunctions .
-

AUTO ACCIDENT
HELPLINE:
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FEDERAL & STATE
CRIMINAL DEFENSE

Many people know how to find an attorney, but don't
know how to find the 11ght attorney for their needs.

Call James Harrell
Available 24-Hours A Dayn Days A Weeki

. FREE Auto Accident Help Line!

813-409-4253

COLLEGE :.
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!+Tampa Bay Campus
101 17 Princess Palm Ave.
'fumpa, .H . 33.610
(813) 936-2800 ~ 1-800-724-2778

Hillsborough County
(813) 391-2493
Polk County
328.Dorsett Avenue·
(863) 440-3720
Lake Wales, FL 33853

PHARMACY ~
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TIMES PHARMACY

2210 East Hillsborough Avenue, Tampa, Fl33610
{Hillsborough & 22"d By AMSCOT)

. Offering Early Childhood Education Courses
And Addiction Studies

{813} 237-6900

NORENE COPLAND MILLER, M.S.

Your Neighborhood Pharmacy

Assistant Director Of
Recruitment And Admissions
School Of Human Services - Tampa Bay Campus
Email: ncopelandmiller@spfldcol.edu

Weddings &
Special Event
Packages

$100.00orr
Call

(813) 728-3537

We Offer Free Home Delivery
~~-· Free Gift Card With Prescription Transfers

If You Have No Insurance

* Call Us For Assistance

